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 Abstract: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are used to relieve pain, fever, and inflammation 12 

while also protecting the cardiovascular system. However, the side effects of currently available 13 

anti-inflammatory medications, which include gastric ulcer, bronchospasm, and cardiovascular 14 

problems, have limited their usage. Due to the adverse effects of these drugs, there is a high demand 15 

for the search of new drugs with lesser or no side effects. In the context, current trend of research 16 

has shifted towards synthesis of new anthranilic acid hybrids. Having in mind the variety of bio- 17 

logical activities, we have synthesized a new hybrid molecule of anthranilic acid and 2-(3,4-di- 18 

methoxyphenyl)ethylamine. The synthesis of a new molecule, attached to a 2-phenylethylamine or 19 

substituted 2-phenylethylamines, is extremely interesting in view of what properties the newly ob- 20 

tained molecule would inherit from both fragments. The synthesized hybrid is then used in acyla- 21 

tion with various acyl chlorides. A number of new hybrid anthranildiamides were synthesized as a 22 

result. The novel molecules were tested in vitro to estimate their anti-inflammatory effect preventing 23 

albumin denaturation. The results showed that all the compounds exhibit a preventive effect on 24 

albumin denaturation higher than common non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. To confirm the 25 

presence of anti-inflammatory effect in the diamides, we conducted additional tests evaluating their 26 

effect on Interleukin-1 expression, and similar results were observed. Based on the experimental 27 

data, we can conclude that a collection of novel 2-phenylethilamine hybrids were successfully syn- 28 

thesized and they can be considered as anti-inflammatory drug candidates – alternatives to current 29 

therapeutics. 30 
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